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Odyssey:
“A long wandering or voyage marked by

many changes”
- Merriam-Webster
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Introduction
Philosophically, life itself is an odyssey if you apply Merriam-

Webster’s definition as noted on page five. However, for the
sake of this book, I have chosen to approach your odyssey in
a more literal sense.

Dan, my husband, and I have embarked on many 
wanderings and voyages. Today cruises are more popular than ever
due to many variables.  

Cruises provide an opportunity to see many different places
in foreign lands.  Unlike some land-based vacations, with a cruise,
the means of getting to your destination is just as enjoyable as the
destination.  In fact, the time at sea is so enjoyable to some that they
book Trans-Atlantic cruises without any ports of call.  

There are so many activities on cruises these days that 
even the pre-school age children have fun. Then again, there
are many special interest cruises geared toward religion, age,
lifestyles, themed seminars, etc. You name it, there’s most likely
a cruise for it. If not, they can be arranged through larger
client based travel agents.

Cruises offer a good deal for the money. While there are
some things not included in the cost of a cruise (see page 45),
many things are; including all the food, entertainment, and 
lodging. Oh, and did I mention its GOOD food prepared by 
internationally acclaimed chef ’s?

If you haven’t taken a cruise yet, I strongly encourage it.
But, read my book first.
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Where Do You Want to Go?

Cruises literally take you around the world. They visit every
continent and include a variety of itineraries.

If you are a first time cruiser or want a quick relaxing and
stress free weekend get-away you may want to choose a three or four
day cruise. Some of the more adventurous may take a cruise for
100 days or more.

The top destination is a seven night Caribbean cruise.
Caribbean cruises range from four night cruises to 10-day plus, and
are hosted by all major cruise lines. They are divided into three 
categories: Eastern Caribbean, Southern Caribbean and Western
Caribbean. The Western Caribbean cruises typically depart from
Florida or Texas. The Eastern Caribbean cruises generally depart
from Florida or New York and the Southern Caribbean cruises most
often set sail from San Juan Puerto Rico.  

Alaskan cruises are also quite popular. Outdoorsmen love
this one so if you’re pining for a cruise and can’t get the man in 
your life to get onboard with the idea, perhaps an Alaskan cruise
would be the ice breaker. Princess Cruises and Royal Caribbean
International have their own land based resorts and even rail cruise
tours that take you through Denali National Forest and focus on the
local wildlife. An Alaskan cruise can range from seven days to
10 days or more.

When choosing where to go you will obviously have to 
consider how long the cruise is. Here are the typical cruise 
destinations of the major cruise lines and their average length:
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How about a cruise that takes you to its own private Caribbean
island? Yes, it’s true. Disney Cruise Line has its own island and it is
one of their most popular ports of call. You can even package in a
couple of days at Disney World in Orlando, Florida.

Princess has their own resort called Princess Cays. Princess
Cays is a private area of the Eleuthera Island located in the Bahamas.
This forty acre island resort is home to Princess Cruise Line and is a
port-of-call on many of its Caribbean cruises. 

Who said cruises are just for the high seas? Uniworld River
Cruises offers 20 itineraries. These are seven to 21 night Grand River
Cruises on all major rivers in Europe. These include Dutch and
Belgian Waterways, cruises on the Rhine and Danube, cruises from
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Vienna and Budapest or Constanta. They cruise through France,
Northern Italy and the Douro River through Portugal and Spain.

Bermuda cruises are round trip from New York or 
Florida. These cruises are seven nights and offer up to three
days docked in Bermuda.

The most common European cruises offer seven, 10, 12 and 14
day sailings. Itineraries rage from several Mediterranean routes, the
French Riviera, Spain and the Italian coast.  Northern Europe options
include the Baltic Sea, and St. Petersburg.

South pacific, Asia, Hawaii, and Panama are considered to be
the most exotic cruises. These can range anywhere from seven to 100
plus days depending on the itinerary.

The one thing I encourage travelers to do when visiting a
foreign country is to reinvent yourself as a citizen of the world; not a
citizen of the United States. Learn how to express basic manners in the
native tongue of your destination. It’s not that difficult to learn
“please,” “thank-you,” “hello” and so forth. By all means, be gracious
and open to the wonderful and colorful cultures and traditions that
abound (even if they are vastly different from your own). 

Regardless of where you choose to go, some pre-travel 
preparations are in order. Valid passports are now required for all
travel outside of your native country. Visa and documentation
requirements vary by destination and change from time to time 
without prior notice. Be sure to check with the consulate of each
country you will visit, or a visa service to verify current regulations.  It
is your responsibility to have proper documentation. Improper or
no documentation does not give valid cause for refunds on cruises
or shore excursions. Please confirm visa requirements five-seven days
prior to your cruise. Vaccination requirements also vary by
destination and change from time to time. Please check with
your travel agent or contact the United States Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) at www.cdc.gov/travel
to verify current regulations.
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IMPORTANT: Cruise lines are very conscientious about travelers
with gastric or intestinal viral infections.  If you are ill in any way with
diarrhea or the stomach flu prior to your cruise, see a doctor and get
the proper care.  It may be the difference between having a fun time
on a cruise and going home without a refund.
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How Much Will it Cost?

I f you want a generalized answer in one sentence: “about $100.00 to
$150.00 per day based on double occupancy of an inside cabin.”  That

being said, there are frequently 2-for-1 sales, special promotions and
up-grades that can change the cost of your cruise.

If you think $100.00 to $150.00 per day per-person is a lot, 
consider this: what would it cost to book an oceanfront room 
(or pool-side) in a luxury hotel with turn down service, three meals a day
plus snacks all prepared by internationally acclaimed chefs and then 
add to it top-notch entertainment by award winning performers?
The answer: about $300.00. $100.00 to $150.00 a day sounds more
affordable doesn’t it?

What does it mean when you hear “based on double occupancy?”
The average cost of $100.00 to $150.00 is a “per-person price” for interior
cabins. Cabins are priced out with the idea that two people will be 
sharing a cabin.  So in reality, the cabin is an average of $300.00 a day.
With two people sharing that cost, it is about $100.00 to $150.00 a day
per-person. But what if you’re traveling alone and won’t be sharing a
room? Then your price will be about $300.00 a day. I have, however, 
heard of exceptions being made and you will want to check with a travel
agent to stay informed of special last minute sales.  

I recently met Faye, a single, retired lady on a cruise.  Even though
she was traveling with companions, she preferred to have her own cabin.  

When making the booking she was prepared to pay the extra
amount for her privacy.  Often times when the date of departure is near,
the cruise lines will offer special deals if numerous cabins are still not
booked. This was exactly the scenario in Faye’s case and rather than 
cancel her reservation and rebook at the sale price, the cruise line gave her
the whole cabin at the per person rate.  

You should not, however, plan on the cruise lines always making
this offer.  Faye is a frequent cruiser and the cruise lines really pamper 
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and court their return travelers. Also, some of the cruise lines have fine
print that says, in effect, you can not cancel and re-book for a sale.
However, they can’t do anything to you if you cancel and change cruise
lines completely because of a better deal, as long as you cancel 
before the cancellation penalty deadline, which is usually 90-120 days 
before the cruise.

Another important thing to note is that the cost of a cruise will be
the same from a Travel Agent as it would be if you book straight from the
cruise line. When registering as an agent with the cruise lines, Travel
Agents must “accept the terms of this agreement.” What this means to you
as the traveler is that the Travel Agent can not hike up the price of your
cruise for extra commission.  They get their commissions directly from
the cruise lines not by way of the client.  Why should you use a Travel
Agent then? Check out page 19.

Shore excursions are popular and not included in the cost of
the cruise itself.  While the cruises advertise these excursions and even
have a desk onboard, the excursions themselves are outsourced by 
other companies. 

A shore excursion is a land-based trip that is booked ahead of
time. It gives the traveler an opportunity to see the countryside and 
culture of the people who live there. They range anywhere from $25
per person to $200 (and more) per person depending on what 
adventure you choose.  Most ports of call are for just one day.  The ships
typically arrive in port early in the morning and leave late in the 
afternoon or evening and the excursions may be as short as one hour
or as long as all day (up to 10 or more hours).  If you book a shore 
excursion through the cruise line you are guaranteed that the ship will 
not leave without you if for some reason the adventure is delayed 
beyond the scheduled departure time. If, however, you prefer to create
your own adventure and become delayed, the ship will leave without you.
You will then be responsible for getting yourself and your party to the
next port of call to catch the ship. These cruise lines have to stay on 
strict schedules as there are other ships coming into port within 
hours of departure. I have been onboard cruises where people were
left behind; it’s not a hollow threat!  
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Will You Need Travel Insurance?

Before I give you information to anwer this for yourself, perhaps
I should explain what Travel Insurance is.

Travel Insurance is “trip cancellation insurance, medical 
evacuation insurance, and emergerncy medical assistance insurance.”
It’s generally all bundled together and called Travel Insurance.

So, do you need it? My advice would be to consider the length of
the cruise, the cost and how long in advance you’ve booked it. Let me give
you some examples:

• I’m booking a once-in-a-lifetime three-week cruise to Australia 
for myself, my husband and parents. I have put a deposit down
a year in advance; would I purchase travel insurance? – YES. 
Here’s why. The longer you book in advance the more likely 
things will change. We have more knowledge and control over 
the near future than we do the longer term. I can’t tell you if
[a year from now] one of my aging parents will die or become 
ill, or if my boss will quit and I will have to fill in. Also, if you 
have to cancel, you’ve invested a lot of money in this 
once-in-a-lifetime cruise, you don’t want to lose any of it. 
Also, when considering the length of the cruise, (21 days in 
this example), there may be a medical issue that comes up
that can’t wait the remainder of the cruise to get attention
from your family physician. 

• I learn of a cruise “fire sale” that departs in three weeks. It’s a 
three-day cruise and the sale price is right around $250. It departs 
from San Diego; would I purchase travel insurance? – NO. 
Here’s why. The three-four day cruises are typically over a weekend.  
That’s time I would normally have off anyway. OK, I may have to 
take an extra day off for travel. Still, it’s not really time off I have to 
schedule very far in advance from work so I’m fairly certain nothing 
is going to prevent me from going. Also, $250 is not that much to 
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lose if I do have to cancel at the last minute. Compare that to about 
$2100 per person for the cruise to Australia. If I get sick on my 
three-four day cruise, I’d have to wait that long to get into to see
my doctor at home anyway.

The more you have
to lose and the more time
and variables involved in the
trip, the more probable it is
that you should purchase 
travel insurance.  Also, read
the fine print.  The language
of the policy will qualify
what constitutes a covered
cancellation.  A death in the
family or an illness is usually
covered. [“Because I changed
my mind and don’t want to
go anymore” is not covered.]
Companies may also exclude
some pre-existing medical
conditions.

Fodor’s Travel Guide
estimates travel insurance is
about four-seven % of the
cruise cost. Travelers over
the age of 70 may pay closer
to 12% of the cost.

Know what the cruise line policies are on cancellations. In
general, most cruise lines will refund 100% of your investment if you
cancel within 90-120 days of departure. This is a standard agreement and
not considered travel insurance.
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Do You Need a Travel Agent?

No, you don’t NEED a Travel Agent to book a cruise. However,
you may WANT one. Why . . . ?

Remember when I said that the Travel Agent can get the exact
same price on a cruise as a consumer? It’s true. However, how will you
know about all the sale prices and promotions? Cruise lines will not
spontaneously contact you and say, “hey, we can get this cruise cheaper for
you.”  Once you have booked a cruise, the cruise line will not contact you
to let you know that the same cruise is going on sale. They will be
contacting the travel agent. Also, if you book a cruise with Royal
Caribbean, for example,  you will most likely stop looking for cruise deals.
Cruise sales and promotions come in daily to travel agents.  What if that
same cruise went on sale through Carnival Cruise Line for $500 less?
Would you know about it? What if the same cruise with the same
line but on a different week went on sale two for one, would you
know about it? The answer is probably “no”. It’s also good to know that
Travel Agents can sometimes find cabin upgrades and onboard ship
credits that the consumer can’t. While you and the travel agencies
have the same ability to get the same price, you don’t have the
same exposure and access to all of the options.  

Some are under the assumption that Travel Agents charge fees for
their services.  They used to in the past but not so much anymore.
Occasionally, if booking flights only, they may add a fee because there are
no longer commissions paid to Travel Agents for that service. Travel
Agents are more likely to book flights for free if they are in conjunction
with a cruise or  vacation package.  With the onset of the world wide web,
consumers get the same deals and access to flights as the Travel Agent.
Remember, the travel angencies get their comissions from the cruise lines,
not the clients.  Travel Agents work for you, not the cruise line.  They want
you to get the best deals and have the most fantastic cruise ever.  It means
repeat business for them.

Convenience is another big reason to use a Travel Agent.
Anymore, America is chained to their desks from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
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That’s why you’re looking
for a little rest and relaxation,
right? Do you want to spend
your evenings in front of
the computer researching
all the deals? Why, when a
travel agent can do it for you,
and you can be assured the
deals just as good or better
than what you can get?
A Travel Agent is like your
personal shopper.

Travel Agents spend a lot
of time researching cruise
reviews and blogs so they
know a lot of what previous
travelers are saying about the
ships, the ports of call, the
shore excursions, even the
entertainment.  

They have even done the
arduous job of having to go on

these cruises themselves to know what they are talking about (it’s a tough
assignment but someone has to do it).  

As Travel Agents ourselves, we want to build a close business 
relationship with you so that we can pair you up with the best cruise for
you, the client.
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What if You Feel Sea Sick
or Trapped?

Feeling Sea Sick and feeling Trapped are two very different sensations.
They are similar, however, in that neither one is caused by an illness.

In both cases, the old addage “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure” is true. In other words, preventing them from happening in the first
place is much more effective than trying to treat them after the onset. 

SEASICKNESS, also known as Motion Sickness is really just an
overload of the sensory receptors of the brain. It’s when the balance of the
inner ear is in conflict with what the eye sees. If you are in a cabin and
nothing appears to be moving (visually) yet your inner ear is disturbed by
constant movement, that’s a sensory conflict.  Symptoms generally consist
of dizziness, fatigue, and nausea which may result in vomiting.

I’ve never been seasick on a cruise ship but I have been on a 
fishing boat, UGH! At first you’re afraid you’re going to die, then you are
afraid you won’t. Most medical professionals agree that the best way to
treat Seasickness is to stop it from ever happening in the first place. Here
are some preemptive measures that can be taken:

• Stay well-hydrated.  Reduce the amount of alcohol, tea, coffee and
carbonated drinks consumed. These are all natural diuretics and
cause increased urination.

• Get plenty of rest and try not to be stressed or hurried the day you
board the ship. I say this tongue in-cheek because who isn’t 
frenzied while packing, getting to the airport, making flight 
connections, getting airport transfers, etc., right?  Well, if you know
you’re prone to motion sickness then perhaps you may want to plan
on getting into the city where the port is a day before and have
a good night sleep prior to departure.  It may well be worth the 
extra money the hotel costs if it can reduce or even prevent your 
chances of getting sick.
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• Keep your tummy “just right.” Like Goldilocks would, “not too full,
not too empty, . . . just right.”

• Book a cabin that is in the center of the ship both horizontally 
and vertically. This is where the least movement is felt. Your 
Travel Agent can help you pick which cabin would be best.

• During the day, keep your eyes on the horizon.  This will give you a
greater sense of control.  My father, who is a retired Naval Officer, 
told me that when the sailors got seasick they’d stick them up behind 
the helm of the ship and let them steer. Whether they actually 
steered  the ship or just felt like they did, it was the sense of control 
that [my father said] always cured them. Staying on deck and 
keeping your eyes to the horizon as much as possible will also reduce 
the confusion between the eyes and the inner ear.  If your eyes see 
the ship rising and falling with the swells, the inner ear will 
understand the movement.

• Stay away from strong odors. I’ve noticed that on some ships there 
are locations where foul odors are stronger than others. Stay away 
from those areas; it’s just another way to offend one of your senses.

• Finally, if you know from previous experience that none of these 
things will work then there are over-the-counter or prescription 
medications that can be very effective.  The drugstore medications 
that seem to be most effective are Dramamine or Bonine.  A doctor 
prescribed patch that is very effective is Transderm-Scop or 
Scopalemine.  You’ll see these little round patches about the size of a 
dime behind the ears of many fellow passengers.  Whatever form of 
medication you choose, make sure you are healthy enough to take 
them and read all instructions carefully.  

There is also a chance that you will start feeling queezy or 
nauseated totally by surprise. Once the symtoms start they are harder to
get rid of than preventing them from happening in the first place.
However, here are some tips for managing the symptoms:

• Take Ginger. There are many forms of this root and it is extremely 
effective in settling a queezy stomache.  

• Increase your vitamine B6. This vitamin aids in digestion.  In fact I 
took it while pregnant; it helps with morning sickness too.
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• Alter your diet. It’s hard while onboard the ship to stay away from 
all that scrumptuous food but alas, if you’re sick, you’re not going to 
want all that food anyway.  You’ll want to stay away from acidic foods 
and drinks like citrus juices, vinegar based sauces and dressings, 
broccoli, and wine. Adopt the B-R-A-T diet. This is banana, rice, 
apple and toast.

• And finally, stay away from others who are sick. Even the sound of 
someone retching can send you straight to the bathroom.

TRAPPED and no where to go is a common fear amongst first
time cruisers. While I don’t have statistics or research papers to prove it
because it’s just a hunch, I suspect men fear this more than women. 

I personally have never felt trapped.  Prior to our first cruise my
husband, Dan thought he might. We were glad our first cruise was the
short little three-four day adventure down to Ensenada, Mexico. That’s a
good cruise to test out your sea legs.

IMPORTANT: If you are Claustrophobic and would like to go on a cruise,
please, seek professional advice. This section is not intended to prevent
complications for those who suffer from any clincal condition.

However, if you think you’re going to feel trapped because there is
nothing to do and no where to go, read on . . .

If you get bored on a cruise, it’s your own fault!  There is so much
going on that even if you tried, I doubt that you could do it all.  In fact,
you’re more likely to be exhausted than bored.  See page 35 for a more in
depth look at onboard activities. 

If you think you’ll feel trapped because there are so many people
and you wanted to “get away from it all” then you may, in fact, feel
trapped. However, your cabin choice will help. Your Travel Agent can help
you find the perfect balcony room so you have a place to sit all day,  just
you and your honey. Room service is 24 hours a day on these 
floating resorts. My husband and I have not been on the largest cruise ship
yet however, we did cruise on the Princess Line with somewhere around
3,000 passengers.  These ships are HUGE!  There are information sheets
on each ship that will give you facts about your particular ship. 
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We figured out that our 3,000 passenger ship’s hall-way was 1/5 of a mile.
There may be a lot of people on these ships but there is also a lot of room.
As unlikely as it sounds, there was always somewhere on deck that we
could sit or lounge in relative privacy. Part of the fun was leisurely 
walking around looking for that perfect place.
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What Type of Cabin Should
You Choose?

I t is my [honest] opinion that the type of cabin you choose can be a
deciding factor of whether you have a good cruise experience or not.

It seems to me that the cruise lines are realizing that more
cabin space is important. A little more square footage makes for
happier travelers.

When booking your cabin you should consider several things:

• How much time will you be spending in the room?
If you are going to be traveling with small children that need naps, 
you’re going to be spending more time in your room than normal.  
If you are on your honeymoon, you’ll be spending more time 
in your room. In both of these scenarios a suite would be my 
recommendation or [at least] a delux balcony. They are slightly 
larger and you won’t feel quite so cramped.  Conversely, if there are 
just two in your party and you plan on spending most of your time 
up on deck or on land while in port, a standard inside cabin may
be just what you need.

• Do you or anyone else in your party get seasick?
If you get seasick it is recommended that you look to the horizon as 
much as possible so a room with a view in the middle of the ship is 
the best room for you.

• The length of the cruise?
The longer your cruise, the more luggage you’ll have.  If you’re on a 
two-week or longer cruise, I’d definetly recommend a balcony,  mini 
suite, or a larger suite. They have ample closet space plus a lot of 
space under the bed to stow your bags.  A standard cabin will be just 
fine for a three-seven day cruise.

• How many people are in your party?
If you are traveling with more than two people, make sure you check 
out all the options.  For example, some of the standard cabins have 
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bunks that fold down off the wall. There are also some cabins that 
are adjoining (similar to hotel rooms). The suites and deluxe
balconies may offer sofa beds and some deluxe suites have more 
than 1 bedroom. Check with your Travel Agent and have them
present you with all the options available.

Here are two different perspectives of the same cabin. In the
photograph it’s hard to see the sofa bed beyond the king size bed.  

Look at the diagram and imagine the phtographer standing
at the red “X”. 

This particular example is a mini suite on Princess Cruise Lines.
While different in décor, most major cruise lines have similar layouts.    
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Which Cruise Line Should
You Choose?

I ’m sure every major cruise line has a fan club. I have my favorite
as well. No matter which line you choose, you’ll have a blast!

They are all wonderful.

There are, however, some cruise lines that will be more “perfect”
for the purpose of your cruise and the age range of your party.

Below is a general outline based on my opinion of which cruise
lines offer what type of experience.

If you are single or a
young married couple,
and want to party and
dance the night away
with a lot of fun and
more age appropriate
activities, you’ll be
interested to know that
Carnival Cruise Line is
voted the “Party Cruise
Ship”  because Carnival
targets the

20-30 something crowd with their 
“Fun in the Sun” campaign. Word of
mouth seems to perpetuate this theme.
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All cruise lines are
superb at delivering choices
for kids and families. But,
Mickey and the Disney
Cruise Line gets my top vote
for family fun and activities.
Disney’s onboard activites
are geared towards age
specific groups ranging from
preschoolers up to the
teenage crowd. They have a
professionally trained staff to
manage the age group they
are involved with. What’s so
cool about the way Disney
has organized their kids
activities is that the parents
drop off the kids and go have
fun doing what they want to
do. Two-way radios and
pagers are available so that
families can be in touch
at all times.

One thing to keep in mind is that nearly all major cruise lines
have children’s programs and many have a whole level (deck) dedicated
to their kids’ activities. In general, they all do wonderful jobs. What I
have noticed, however, is that if the cruise does not book enough families
with kids, the children that are there may get bored.  I always make a point,
while on cruises, to strike up a conversation with kids of different ages
and ask them what they think (kids are so honest when Mom & Dad
aren’t around). Boredom and “no kids their age” have been the main
responses.  I mean really, who wants to go on a cruise and play with their
brother or sister. . . “GROSS!”
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Older teens usually
don't care what they
do as long as it's not
with Mom & Dad; 
they can entertain
themselves and have a
knack of finding their
own friends. Mom and
Dad, on the other
hand, don't really care
what they do as long
as it's away from their
kids and can be assured
the kids can't get into
too much trouble. Yes,
teens and parents can
agree and have fun
on a cruise.

With older teens or middle age adults, I would recommend what
I call a "one cruise fits all" line.  Princess Cruise Line offers great activities
for older kids (and younger ones too) as well as activities that will interest
the 40+ crowd. There are a couple of cruise lines in this category in
addition to Princess there are: Celebrity Cruises, Carnival Cruise Line,
Norwegian Cruise Line and Royal Caribbean

All five mentioned cruise lines are moderately priced.
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Ahhhh, the
“Empty-Nesters”. As
far as I’m concerned,
cruises are the perfect
vacation for us. We get
pampered; someone
else cooks and cleans
for us and there are no
lawns to mow or trash
to take out. This
leaves us nothing but
time for each other.
You may get to know your honey all over again. My husband and I are 
in this category and our favorite cruise line is Princess Cruise Line. The 
reason I like it is because you get a variety of onboard activities that
capture our interests as well as being surrounded by youth that
I’m not responsible for; I love their vitality though. However, if you’re
set on getting around those your own age, I can recommend Holland
American, Crystal Cruises, Norwegian Cruise Line and Cunard.
Princess, Holland and Norwegian are moderately priced cruise lines.
Crystal and Cunard are considered premium or “luxury” cruises.  Cunard
is an ocean liner so its main focus is not the port of call as much as it is
the experience at sea.

Now that you know what cruise lines are out there, let’s take a
look at the “never dull” on-board activities.  
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What Kind of Activities
are Onboard?

Abetter question to ask is “what isn’t onboard?”  These cruise ships are
like floating cities. Like I said earlier, you’re more likely to get

exhausted than bored.

The types of activities onboard will be determined more by
which ship you’re on rather than which cruise line.  

For example, some Princess ships have Movies Under the Stars
where you all can gather around the pool in a deck chair and watch a 
300 sq. ft. LED screen; like the old fashioned drive-in movies. They offer
the latest releases from Hollywood, featuring up to five movies during the
day, two first-run features during the evenings and one late night film.
They also offer sports events like the Super Bowl and World Series or even
a PlayStation two tournament. And, they don’t forget the popcorn either.

Golfing seems to be another popular activity while onboard.
Several of the cruise lines offer private golf lessons onboard to 
compliment an on shore golf excursion. Many ships, like Royal Caribbean’s
Mariner of the Seas, have putting greens, golf simulators and
miniature golf courses.

On Royal
C a r i b b e a n ’ s
Freedom of the
Seas (the largest
cruise ship to
date), there is
a surfing pool.
You can body 
surf, boogie board
or even use
an old fashion 
surf board. 
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Almost every ship has an outdoor basketball and/or tennis court.
There are some with batting cages and rock climbing walls in addition to
tracks for jogging, wogging (speed walking), or strolling.  

There is a plethora of inside activities as well.  Most larger ships
sport a Casino with tournaments.  And with the popularity of Dancing
With the Stars and So You Think You Can Dance, it shouldn’t surprise you
that dancing classes abound.  They range from the traditional Ball Room
style to Country Western and Latin. Usually these classes culminate into
a [totally voluntary] dance competitions that are almost as fun to watch as
they are to participate in. Speaking of contests, what about Karaoke
American Idol style. We were recently on a cruise where the contestants
were more talented than the professional performers. This is all class act
stuff!  I am totally blown away by the talent some people have.

If you are in the mood for a nice, quiet evening get-away try some
of the lounges.  Almost every lounge has some sort of live professional
entertainment ranging from dueling pianos to string quartets from
Romania (and other countries, I’m sure). I was particularly impressed 
with the latter on one of our
last cruises.  We made friends
with Valentina, the Cellist, 
and she was a wonderful 
representative of her homeland
(Romania). She and Daniel
(our waiter from a different
cruise) were so willing to share
the history, knowledge and
passion for their country. 
We now have Romania as
a must see destination. In
addition, Valentina and her
co-musicians were more than
happy to play a version of
a classical piece that will
accompany our daughter as 
she walks down the aisle; my
husband had never heard it.  
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Princess also offers Scholarship of the Seas. This program includes
as many as 40 courses per voyage, featuring:

• Computers

• Photography

• Culinary Arts

• Ceramics

You can also enroll
in introductory computer
courses with in-depth,
hands-on courses offered
for a nominal fee. Princess
is not the only cruise line
to offer culinary courses.
Holland America has a
whole theater designed
specifically for cooking
classes. These are often
taught by the ship’s chef.

I think every ship, no matter what cruise line, has a Spa and Gym.
The Spas have the latest in aesthetic and relaxation technology and the
Gyms have top-of-the-line equipment with several types of exercise 
classes.  Just don’t try to weigh yourself.  Your weight can shift every time
the ship moves with a swell. One minute you weigh 15 lbs. lighter and 
in two seconds you weigh 50 pounds heavier. It’s definitely not good
for the self esteem.

Did I mention the entertainment is unbelievable? They include
musicians, comedians, magicians, and song and dance groups galore. We
recently returned from a cruise on Holland America and the
Singer/Comedian, Joel Mason, was so funny.  I was laughing so hard that
I was snorting and crying.  He is an Elton John impersonator and yes,
he can sing and play the piano as well as (if not better) than the
real star!  I can’t imagine anyone getting bored on a cruise!
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What Time of Year Should
You Go?

The time of year to go may be different for everyone.  Here are the most
common things that I can think of that would determine when to go:

• Environmental:
If you want to 

watch the whales
and  you’re planning 
a cruise to Mexico, 
December through 
April is the best 
time as the Gray 
Whale breeds in 
warmer climates.

If Leatherback Sea Turtles are of interest to you then their
migration corridor from the South Pacific to Mexico is January 
through September.

If Alaska is your
“dream” cruise, remember
major cruise lines only
run the Alaska itineraries
May through September.

Another environmental
favorite are the New
England Fall colors.
Princess and other cruise
lines have several 
itineraries that offer shore
excursions and ports of
call that are focused on
the fall colors. Who can
resist colors like these?
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• Budget:
There are high and low sailing seasons for each region. A May

Alaska cruise may be about 1/3 lower than a July Alaska cruise.
There are also seasonal cost considerations for “on shore” options.
Lodging is affected greatly by high & low seasons. If you are 
planning on spending some time before or after in the city where
the port of embarkation is, or your cruise is one-way, make sure 
you check the seasonal rates on the rooms.

What I like about the major cruise lines is that the itineraries
for the  coming year are put together early.  You can find a cruise
you like, book it with a deposit and then make payments. A cruise 
date can be booked based on how long it will take someone to 
save up (or make payments). Typically, the full price of the
cruise will need to be paid just three weeks prior to debarkation.

• School/Work Schedules:
If you are planning on taking a romantic cruise for just the two of 

you, consider school schedules. Obviously you will have more kids 
around during spring breaks, summer vacations and the holidays 
which may inhibit the intimate ambiance.

If you are single and looking to socialize and meet new people
consider college spring break time, particularly on the Caribbean 
and Mexican Riviera itineraries.

A family with children may also want to consider spring breaks
as there are more children on board the youth programs will
be in full swing.
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What About Weight Gain
and Dietary Needs?

OK, yes you may gain weight. Is it inevitable? No. The reason most
people gain weight is because they have the mentality that they are

on vacation and they are going to enjoy every minute of it and that
usually doesn’t include being chained to a calorie counter.  Good or bad,
my husband and I subscribe to that philosophy.

I have to say, however, neither one of us has gained more than
three pounds on any cruise.  It is different for everyone.  I talked to a chef
on a Royal Caribbean cruise and he said that on average, expect to gain a
pound a day. That is an average. That means some have gained less
(or none at all) and some have gained more.  

My husband teases me because, on one of our first cruises, I made
a rule that we had to walk once around the ship after every meal. I also
said we had to continue our normal elliptical routine in the gym. He
lovingly nags me for being such a drill sergent, however, we didn’t gain
any weight that cruise and we ate everything we wanted and thoroughly
enjoyed it without feeling guilty.
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If you are committed to a fitness or diet program, there is no 
reason you cannot maintain it on a cruise. The problem will be 
self-dicipline in the face of all that culinary perfection. Yummmmm . . .

People with dietary restrictions are enjoying cruises more
and more because there are many sugar free and vegetarian options.
Also, when booking your cruise, let your travel agent know what 
restrictions there are.  I recently booked a cruise for a family that had
a member with “gluton free” restrictions. That was indicated when I
booked the cruise and all they needed to do was check in with the
conciege onboard when they arrived and all was taken care of. Also, 
if you have ingredient question, ask your head waiter, they know
everything. Dining rooms or ship’s restraunts are divided into sections.
Each section has a head waiter and each table has a team consisting of
a waiter and server that is managed by the head waiter.  Ususally the
waiters can help, they are awesome, but in the event that further
information is needed, the head waiter will answer any questions
you have.  In addition, the menus all have “spa recommendations”
which are healthier choices.
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What IS and is NOT Included 
in the Cost of the Cruise?

There is no question that you get a lot of bang for your buck on a
cruise.  I mentioned earlier that when estimating the cost of a cruise

you can figure on about $100.00 to $150.00 per night per person for
interior cabins. For that money, you get treated like a King, Queen,
Princess or Prince. All your food from the main dining room options is
included as are many of the onboard activities.  You could eat round the
clock if you wanted (and were physically capable) without any extra cost.  

The entertainment is included and is very good. The performers
and musicians are excellent and all are professionals. The lounges usually
have musical ensembles of various genres. These musicians may be from
different parts of the world and would gladly share their love for their
homeland with you; do yourself a favor and get to know them.  

Dancing in the night clubs and dancing classes are free.
Some cruise lines offer classes and then dance-off competitions like
So You Think You Can Dance or Dancing with the Stars. Another thing
that we have really enjoyed is the various cruise line renditions
of American Idol. Our last Princess Cruise had a Princess Idol that was
great. There are usually three or four nights in a series. The first night
is usually the try-outs and each night thereafter the participants are voted
off or elected to stay by the audience until the final elimination night and
ultimately the Winner is announced. There is usually some prize of 
clothing or something with the cruise line’s insignia. It’s all done with
humor and on all of our cruises we’ve seen some awesome talent.

All the movies, which are current box office hits, are all free as
are all the snacks that come with them. Princess Cruise Line has a 
real neat feature that is a take off on the old fashioned Drive-In. 
Movies Under the Stars are huge LED screens that show movies, sports
events and are even used in video game tournaments.

You might be under the false impression that some things are
included which are not.
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Alcohol, for example, is not included nor is soda pop (breakfast
juices, milk, coffee and teas are included). There are some cruise lines
that offer drink cards for wine or cocktails. These give you discounts and
can be a pretty good deal.  Don’t bring wine onboard as there is generally
a corking fee (usually around $15).  Most cruise lines offer some sort of
package deal for sodas. Royal Caribbean has a special soda mug that
you can purchase for a flat rate and will give you all the soda you want for
the cruise by using the mug.  I’ve been told that is an excellent deal.  I read
a cruise review once about a father who was shocked when he found out
that his son had run up an $800 bar tab. Ouch! Just be aware that 
they will charge you for those drinks.

Many cruise lines offer restaurants separate from the main dining
room that will charge [on average] a $20 per person cover charge. These
are nice, yes, but you get the same professionally prepared food in the
main dining rooms and this food is included in your cruise cost.

Some of the classes have nominal fees. These would be classes in
Culinary Arts, some Princess’ Scholarship of the Sea computer classes,
Wine Appreciation and a few others.

The spa services have fees and are usually more expensive than
what you can find at home. Hot-tubs and swimming pools do not have
additional fees. The salons will also charge extra fees for their services.  

The gyms are open for use at no extra charge but there may be a
fee for Aerobic classes and other fitness classes.

Some cruise lines have laundry facilities. You will be responsible
for those costs as well as any dry cleaning requested.  

Internet Cafés or similar services are available on every ship and
their costs are somewhere around .75 cents per minute. You can connect
to the web for less on shore. The casinos and video arcades will also charge
for their entertainment.

Souvenirs are, of course, at your own expense. I’ve been impressed
by most of the prices onboard. When you get out to sea the prices
are Duty-Free. What that means is that the import/export taxes are 
nonexistent and the same goes for any sales tax.  You can get some pretty
good deals on jewelry and liquor. Like anything else with a name brand,
clothing with the ships insignia will be a little pricy but readily available.
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Shore excursions
are also your
responsibility. Once
you’ve registered for
your cruise you will
get travel documents
and there will be a
list of all Shore
Excursions and their
costs. You can both
book and pay for
these ahead of time
either through your
travel agent or on
line or you can 
wait until you get
onboard. You may be
able to find similar
excursion offered by
local companies at
the pier once you get
into port.

Cruise sponsored shore excursions are informational and 
site-seeing trips or activities that are based on the port of call 
you are visiting. They are not part of the cruise line. The cruise lines 
sub-contract with a land-based company which promotes them 
onboard. A word of caution about these shore excursions: If you
book a shore excursion ahead of time make sure to double-check 
the description once you get onboard with what you think
you’re getting and what the on-board description is. We once 
encountered a discrepancy that totally changed our desire to go.
Fortunately the cruise line credited us the cost of the excursion and 
even made a small compensation on another shore excursion. 
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What Should You Pack?

I ’ve read somewhere that you should lay out all the clothes you want to
take and pack only half of it.  Dan, my husband would probably agree

with that; he’s a very light packer. I, on the other hand, prefer a variety and
like to choose what I’m going to wear based on the mood I’m in that
morning. That can’t be determined prior to a cruise.

I have learned a few things though. Pack outfits, colors, and 
patterns that are interchangeable. That way you have a choice and variety
with the minimal amount of clothes.  Pack enough outside clothes for the
duration of the trip.  You won’t be digging in the garden so pants will stay
relatively clean and can be worn more than one day. Underwear and
swimsuits can be washed out and hung to dry in your room. There 
usually are laundry facilities available on the ship, but they can be costly.
Also, pack according to your destination. You obviously won’t want to
pack shorts and tank tops for an Alaskan cruise. Conversely, long
heavy jeans, while comfy at home, can be very hot and uncomfortable
down in the Mexican Riviera or the Caribbean. Flip flops and sandals
seem to be the standard onboard.  However, make sure you pack a sturdy
comfortable pair of walking shoes for shore excursions and airport
running.  Depending on the time of year, even the Caribbean can be cool
at night so keep that in mind. A light weight jacket or denim jacket is
good for that.  We live in the mountain west so when we’re cruising in
the winter we have to consider the temperature at home and at the airport
vs. the temperature on the ship.  This is where the jacket comes in handy.
Pack a jacket that is light enough for Caribbean nights and warm enough
for home and use it for both. Men, if you can make that jacket a sports
jacket for formal nights, you can kill two birds with one stone.

Don’t be intimidated by the “Formal Nights”. I’ve seen t-shirts
and jeans all the way up to prom-type formals and tuxedos. Luxury cruise
lines such as Cunard and Crystal Seas will enforce the dress code
but for the others, just be clean, presentable and above all, comfortable
because YOU’RE ON VACATION!!! Some men like to dress up
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(although I don’t know any of them . . .) those are the ones that you will
see in a tux. That doesn’t mean you have to wear one. I’ve gotten
my husband to like the jeans, t-shirt and sport jacket look. All of that is
interchangeable and he complains much less (I think he even enjoys it).
Women seem to know what they like and do it anyway.  Bravo for us!
However, if you are unsure, my advice would be to err on the side of 
comfort.  Pack one degree more casual.

As far as toiletries and such, all ships have hair dryers and offer
some sort of shampoo, soap and lotion. They don’t all offer conditioner.
The hair dryers, if not in the bathroom, will be in a drawer in the
vanity/desk. A word of warning for women with fine, thin hair:
HUMIDITY and hairspray equal glump. Glump is my word for glue
and slump. Your hair will slump down and be glued to your head!
More hairspray will only make it worse. Check out the chapter on Tips
for my solution to Glump. Bring the kind of conditioner best suited for
your hair. If you plan on washing out undies, you may want to bring some
liquid laundry soap but I found the complimentary liquid body soap
works just as well. Bring the travel/sample size toiletries and throw the
unused portion away on the last day. It will save a little space for those
souvenirs you’re bringing back. Also, if you are going to a tropical
location, bring body powder; it’s wonderful for those moist body zones.

There is one thing that on every cruise we wish we had brought
and that is a pair of binoculars.  These don’t have to be big expensive ones;
just something that you can use to look out to sea when you spot schools
of dolphins or other ships on the horizon.  And, of course, don’t forget the
camera.  If you are going to be snorkeling or diving, bring an underwater
camera from home as these tend to be pricey in the tourist areas.

If you are bringing children and they will be involved in the kids
programs, bring your own walkie-talkies. Most ships offer them but you
will be expected to rent them for a fee.

Some ships have wireless internet so if you HAVE to, you can
bring a lap top along. Have your travel agent research to see if your ship
offers wireless services. Do this before your cruise so you don’t have to lug
it around it it’s not going to be used.
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Cruising Tips

Here are a few things that Dan and I have learned along the way
that have, and will make our adventures more enjoyable and

less complicated:

• Beat the rush.  Many cruise lines offer discounts for booking in
advance. This will also allow for more time to save up for 
the final payment.

• If it’s a short three or four day cruise, take only carry-on. Your
luggage will arrive with you to your cabin as opposed to after you.

• Check out the distance from the airport to the cruise terminal.
If its close by like San Diego’s, take a taxi, don’t wait for a shuttle.

• Go online to prepare and print your pre-boarding pass prior
to arriving at the terminal. Have your pre-boarding pass, passport 
and medical form in hand and you will get to go to the shorter line.

• Don’t stress out and hurry to get to the terminal early because the
cruise lines do not board on a first come first served method. When
they say they start boarding at 1:00 p.m., they mean just that!
Getting there early and waiting will not get you on the ship any
earlier. Waiting areas at the cruise terminals are not known
for their comfort.

• If you can afford to, book a cabin with a balcony or better. It will 
make your cruise experience more enjoyable.

• If you think you may become seasick, take the necessary precautions 
ahead of time so that your whole trip will be enjoyable for you
and your companions.
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• Once you get onboard, throw your stuff in your cabin and take off
exploring the ship before the masses get on.  Don’t wait until you’ve 
pulled out of port for the fun to begin.

• To prevent “Glumpy “hair, use an anti-humidity hair spray
like Garnier Fructis Style. Spray sections of hair at the roots and
quickly dry each with the hair dryer’s low heat.

• See if you can taste the house wine before purchasing the wine card.
If it’s palatable, it’s a good deal.

• Don’t be in a hurry to participate in all the onboard activities within
the first few days. Take your time and enjoy the peaceful views
of the horizon at sea; it can be very Zen-like.

• The onboard entertainment is a must see!

• Find one of the lounges that fits your style and make it your quiet
time living room in the evenings.

• Read the daily newsletters the ship publishes. There is a lot of
valuable information to help you plan your day as well as
information about the ports of call, shore excursions and the
onboard entertainment.

• Pick-Pockets are numerous in Europe. Keep your money and
travel documents on the front of you in buttoned or zippered 
location. Wallets in the back pocket are “manna from heaven”
for them.

• When it’s time to disembark, sit back and relax.  Don’t be in a hurry
to leave. Your luggage bag colors will be announced in due time.
You’ll get no where fast if you hurry and stress out.
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